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Diary). The expedited TaKEYon Cycle that the Indigo Team are now assisting in, will
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of Creation and TaKEyon Cycle essential dynamics". The topics covered in this talk included:
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what are called Takeyons, and then Takeyons form together and go through what is

Takeyons, and then Takeyons form together and go through what is called a flashpoint.
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build up into Takeyons, and Takeyons unite and form a field, and when they

into Takeyons, and Takeyons unite and form a field, and when they reach a
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flashpoint. That"s the Takeyon point. This is just one Takeyon cycle. After several Take

is just one Takeyon cycle. After several Take yon cycles, after you get three

after several numerous Takeyon cycles - 12 key cycles form a Takeyon cycle and

cycles form a Takeyon cycle and one flashpoint. At that point you go from

are sets of Takeyon cycles. One Takeyon cycle is 12 harmonic key cycles. You

Takeyon cycles. One Takeyon cycle is 12 harmonic key cycles. You have a series

series of six Takeyon cycles that form a full Starborn cycle. The 7th cycle

or six full Takeyon cycles, there are things that take place ... keys become
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key cycle, one Takeyon cycle ... this is where you have the formation of

cycles, a full Takeyon cycle, hits Takeyon flashpoint, pops into the creation point of

Takeyon cycle, hits Takeyon flashpoint, pops into the creation point of Source, replicates,
comes
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goes through a Takeyon cycle of 12 harmonic key cycles, pops in at its

which isn"t a Takeyon cycle - it"s called a ReushaTA cycle, that has to
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created with their Takeyon cycle, pop in, come out double, that kind of thing.
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those sets of Takeyon cycles. We have six Takeyon cycles and the 7 cycle

We have six Takeyon cycles and the 7 cycle is a ReushaT A cycle
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This is the Takeyon 6 cycle. Four six cycles. If you look at this

Tauren. You have Takeyon cycle 1, Takeyon cycle 2, Takeyon 3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon

Takeyon cycle 1, Takeyon cycle 2, Takeyon 3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6,

Takeyon cycle 2, Takeyon 3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6, which brings you

2, Takeyon 3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6, which brings you to axis

3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6, which brings you to axis 7. Then

4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6, which brings you to axis 7. Then you have

like the six Takeyon cycles, a ReushaTA cycle and a flame cycle together. That

considered a full Takeyon round. The full Takeyon round is called an Eyugha. Now

round. The full Takeyon round is called an Eyugha. Now we talked about in
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something similar to Takeyons in the key generation cycle. They haven"t told me about
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Ho Cousha Cluster Takeyon Control Temple #1 initiates activation; Reclamation of Cousha
Temple

2007 Cousha Cluster Takeyon Subjugate Temple #2 activates; Krystal Heart of Aquafereion
EcoushaTA
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NavAHo Cousha-Cluster Takeyon control cluster at Sachsayhuaman, the Ecousha Platforms
corresponding to the
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Krystal Heart Passage; Takeyon Window-1 Earth to Urtha opens; Ring-4 Krystal Heart
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Cusco"s Cousha Cluster Takeyon Central Temple Set begins 10pm -12am. Aquafereion
NaVAHo Cousha

Cousha Cluster Central Takeyon Temple Set begins activation. Sacred Valley Peru Friday May
25

Subjugate Cousha Cluster Takeyon Temple Sets 2, 3 & 4 activate. (#2 Pisac

initiates. Cousha Cluster Takeyon Temple Network activates and Cusco to Picchu I Cusco to
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River Density-1 Takeyon Time Window-1 , (the "Lunar Window") Earth
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First Lunar Window Takeyon Time Window-1 journey "Glide"- RashaLAe projection to Aurora
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9. Takeyon Flash Point: Takeyons are stored-up quantified energy units. One

Takeyon Flash Point: Takeyons are stored-up quantified energy units. One Takeyon has 12

energy units. One Takeyon has 12 Harmonic Key Cycles. At the Takeyon Flash Point

Cycles. At the Takeyon Flash Point the entire "what was just created" pops

chart, which are Takeyon Cycles. (d) Because a Takeyon has 6 cycles. 2.

d) Because a Takeyon has 6 cycles. 2. What is Chi? (a) A
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is called a Takeyon Cycle. • 1 Harmonic Key is 12 Sparks and 1

Sparks and 1 Takeyon is 12 Harmonic Keys. 3. What is the name Rasha
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formed after a Takeyon Cycle, are counted as 9 Days-The Starborn Cycle. Simultaneously

what is the Takeyon Cycle? • After the Tauren is born at the center

goes through a Takeyon Cycle, which is a Pulse Phase Cycle with 12 Harmonic

to hit the Takeyon Flash Point. After 12 Takeyon Cycles the critical mass is

Point. After 12 Takeyon Cycles the critical mass is reachedall the quantum comes together,

Cycle in a Takeyon Cycle (12 Harmonic Key Cycles) phases to build more
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there in 1 Takeyon? (a) 1 Takeyon has 4 Harmonic Key Cycles and

(a) 1 Takeyon has 4 Harmonic Key Cycles and 12 Key Ordenations. (

(b) 1 Takeyon has 48 Harmonic Key Cycles and 4 Key Ordenations. (

(c) 1 Takeyon has 12 Harmonic Key Cycles and 12 Key Ordenations. (

(d) 1 Takeyon has 12 Harmonic Key Cycles and 4 Key Ordenations. 5.
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the start ofthe Takeyon cycles or the quantum-building expansion cycles, the forming ofthe
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12 Cycles, natural Takeyon Cycles, which are part of the natural way in which

would be a Takeyon 6 Cycle. It means the work has come full circle
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look at how Takeyons are formed-TaKEY-ons, Takeyons. And it"s spelled differently than

formed-TaKEY-ons, Takeyons. And it"s spelled differently than they spell it in science

are the natural Takeyons that are literally the quantum building ... through what is

what are called Takeyons. And the Takeyons form, cluster, and then eventually go through

Takeyons. And the Takeyons form, cluster, and then eventually go through what is called

is called a Takeyon Flash Point, which means there"s enough quantum in the manifest

would be one Takeyon Cycle and it has 12 Harmonic Key Cycles in it.

get through one Takeyon Cycle and then you have the Big Bang, right, that"s
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you go through Takeyon Cycle 1, Takeyon Cycle 2, Takeyon 3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon

Takeyon Cycle 1, Takeyon Cycle 2, Takeyon 3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6

Takeyon Cycle 2, Takeyon 3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6 ... is why

2, Takeyon 3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6 ... is why it"s called

3, Takeyon 4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6 ... is why it"s called a Six

4, Takeyon 5, Takeyon 6 ... is why it"s called a Six Cycle, then

we have 6 Takeyon Cycles that brings us up to the axis 7 all
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that sets the Takeyon Cycles for the next domain and again there will be
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cycles, which are Takeyon Cycles, and there are others which, over here we have,
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are actually called Takeyon Cycles. But, at the same time, it births what is
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phasing, its first Takeyon Cycle, which is its first cycle oftweAte Harmonic Key Cycles,

doing its first Takeyon Cycle, the Tauren Cycle. And then, at that point, they
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referring to a Takeyon as a group of, a group of twelve Harmonic Keys,
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Cycle, the first Takeyon Cycle, culminates in birth of the Diad. The next thing
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these are a Takeyon Cycle, a set of 12 Harmonic Key Cycles or Quantum
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you have the Takeyon Cycle or 12 Harmonic Key Cycles that would go with

this would be Takeyon Cycle 3, yea, 1, 2, 3 ... yea. Then you
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together constitute one Takeyon Cycle. And that is a quantum building and replication cycle.

is called the Takeyon Flash Point, and all ofthat quantum comes together, pulls through
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2:29:36] Takeyon Cycle 15 Stage Key Evolution to Matter This is just
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2:30:25] Takeyon Cycle Quantum Building & Replication-Harmonic Key Cycles This is

and form a Takeyon. So one Takeyon forms in each of the Allurean Lines

Takeyon. So one Takeyon forms in each of the Allurean Lines of the PartikE,
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showing you how Takeyons form, and at a certain point when a set of

set of 12 Takeyons form, they build up enough quantum in themselves that they

goes through forming Takeyons, reaches critical mass building of quantum, opens Creation
Point Door,
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finally form a Takeyon Cycle, and that is the point where the First Flash

you have enough Takeyon quantum built where it can go through a Flash Point



within that first Takeyon Cycle. And every other Takeyon Cycle has every 3rd Harmonic

And every other Takeyon Cycle has every 3rd Harmonic Key Cycle in it, is
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2:38:06] Takeyon Activation Zero Point Contraction & Quantum Replication This is just

have your 12 Takeyons that reach critical mass, and they open the Creation Point,

with the 1st Takeyon Cycle, the 1st Flash Point where the lauren goes in
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Key Cycles or Takeyon Cycles. Next one, please. [03 C13 2:50:07]

we had one Takeyon Cycle. We talked about where the lauren was born up

through the 1st Takeyon Cycle, and that"s when it went Flash Point and came

here. It"s called Takeyon-1 Cycle. So it"s between axis 0-axis ... This
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it finishes it"s Takeyon Cycle, then it would flash off and come back out

expansion. The next Takeyon Cycle would produce the quantum building ... from the Diad

goes through its Takeyon Cycle and then it births out the Diad. The Diad
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cycles again-the Takeyon Cycles. (1 :40:25) We"ve just introduced this
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cycle, or a Takeyon cycle because keys build up to form Takeyons and Takeyons

up to form Takeyons and Takeyons then go through a series of cycles that

form Takeyons and Takeyons then go through a series of cycles that form sets

form sets of Takeyon cycles that culminate in the birth or re-birth of
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a series of Takeyon cycles. A Takeyon cycle, I believe, is 12 Harmonic Key

Takeyon cycles. A Takeyon cycle, I believe, is 12 Harmonic Key cycles so there

to create one Takeyon cycle and one Flashpoint cycle. So we have one of
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go through a Takeyon cycle, right? Well they are not able to open the
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eventually go through Takeyon cycles and pop in and then re-birth and that
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that is where Takeyons fire, and that kind of thing. So they are here,
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in relation to Takeyon cycles and the PartikE and the geleziac layers of a
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set of 6 Takeyon Cycles, plus 2 Amplification Cycles, that occur in the Starborn
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we had six Takeyon Cycles, then Cycle-7 to get to Axis-7 and

set of six Takeyon Cycles, which is its first Starborn Cycle. And we"re moving
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there is the Takeyon Cycle of quantum building and replication that the Tauren Light



Harmonic Keys form Takeyons and sets of Harmonic Takeyons go through several phases.
They

sets of Harmonic Takeyons go through several phases. They hit a flash point where

back out again Takeyon Cycles, at some point we will probably deal with more

the technicals on Takeyon Cycles are there. But basically we end up with one

up with one Takeyon Cycle goes through a set of manufacturing 144 Harmonic Keys,

has begun its Takeyon Cycling-in key generation-cycling in order to prepare for

go through a Takeyon Cycle, a natural Takeyon Cycle at this point. It"s lost

Cycle, a natural Takeyon Cycle at this point. It"s lost the capacity through the

12 to form Takeyons and Takeyons coming together, over time, this is building-we

form Takeyons and Takeyons coming together, over time, this is building-we are quantum
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you go through Takeyon Cycles to generate keys and the keys come together and

together and form Takeyons, they go through this whole series of transformations and
eventually
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will do a Takeyon Cycle, hit a flash point, the whole Tauren will flash

Point after its Takeyon Cycle. Each one of these represents a Takeyon Cycle which

these represents a Takeyon Cycle which means 12 sets of Harmonic Key Cycles that

goes through its Takeyon Cycle of pulsing, builds its sparks, finishes its 12th Harmonic

this is another Takeyon Cycle where the Diad phases and expands and contracts and
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a series of Takeyon Cycles. You have ... the original cycle is not a

is not a Takeyon Cycle, that"s the SE"da Cycle and it starts at this

then does its Takeyon Cycle, Takeyon Cycle One, which are 12 Harmonic Key cycles

its Takeyon Cycle, Takeyon Cycle One, which are 12 Harmonic Key cycles ... does

process you"ve got Takeyon Cycle One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Takeyon Cycle Six ...

Three, Four, Five, Takeyon Cycle Six ... all right when Takeyon Cycle Six completes,

all right when Takeyon Cycle Six completes, now the Takeyon Cycle Six ... there"s

completes, now the Takeyon Cycle Six ... there"s an incremental increase also in how

that completes its Takeyon Cycle, when this is what we just got done with

these are all Takeyon Cycles 1-6. When we get to birth of the

which is a Takeyon Cycle but it"s different It"s a more amplification of building
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series of six Takeyon Cycles plus the Axis-7-8 Reuche T A Cycle

of the six Takeyon Cycles plus the 7th Edon Cycle, plus the 8th RaShala

to the six Takeyon Cycles. Then actually you have 7 corresponding to those cause
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generation cycles and Takeyon cycles that get into that as well. There is literally
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1st set of Takeyon Cycles, that take you from a Tauren all the way
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is called a Takeyon cycle, a Ta-key-on cycle. TheTa comes from the
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are called the Takeyon cycles. At a certain point in a Takeyon cycle, there

point in a Takeyon cycle, there is a ftashpoint where the entire thing flashes

on the natural Takeyon cycles that are characteristic of a natural light seed, which

to Tauren, to Takeyon cycles-which are spark generation cycles that allow for quantum

we went through Takeyon cycles, spark generation into formation of harmonic keys,
harmonic keys

harmonic keys forming Takeyons, Takeyons reaching ftashpoints, and then going into
Source through the
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Compression, Key Activation, Takeyon Flashpoints, Objectification of the Keys ... now, all of
these

these are a Takeyon cycle, the formation of keys hits a flashpoint, goes in,

talk about a Takeyon cycle, if you have zero to one, in between there

you have a Takeyon cycle. Between two and three, you have another Takeyon cycle.

you have another Takeyon cycle. You have one Takeyon cycle, two Takeyon cycle, three

You have one Takeyon cycle, two Takeyon cycle, three Takeyon cycle, four Takeyon cycle,

Takeyon cycle, two Takeyon cycle, three Takeyon cycle, four Takeyon cycle, five Takeyon
cycle,

Takeyon cycle, three Takeyon cycle, four Takeyon cycle, five Takeyon cycle, six Takeyon
cycles,

Takeyon cycle, four Takeyon cycle, five Takeyon cycle, six Takeyon cycles, and in this

Takeyon cycle, five Takeyon cycle, six Takeyon cycles, and in this sixth one, it"s

Takeyon cycle, six Takeyon cycles, and in this sixth one, it"s called the Atharo
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this would be Takeyon cycle one, between axis one and axis two, etc it
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something different than Takeyon cycles. There may be another word that refers to the
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is the first Takeyon cycle. Which means each of these are a set ofTakeyon

are a set ofTakeyon productions. There are 12 harmonic key cycles in one of

of these little Takeyon cycles. There are one, two, three, four, five, six, seven

five, six, seven Takeyon cycles, plus a SEda cycle, or a seed cycle. This

there"s another cycle ofTakeyon production. While this phases, those cells phase now, and
they

another cycle of Takeyon cycling/building, actually six Takeyon cycles, a Reu-Sha-TA

building, actually six Takeyon cycles, a Reu-Sha-TA reset cycle, and a SEda

key activation and Takeyon cycling and quantum building ends in what is called the
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key manufacture, and Takeyon cycling, you end up with the REShaLA and a Starfire
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those is a Takeyon cycle, harmonic key generation, that generates Takeyons, quantum
building cycles,

generation, that generates Takeyons, quantum building cycles, where you get to the point
where

rotation of the Takeyon cycles -we ended up with the six cracks, six
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domain? Because the Takeyon cycles that go with each domain are actually time cycles.

harmonic key generation, Takeyon formation, and sets of Takeyon cycles. What we"ll see in

and sets of Takeyon cycles. What we"ll see in a minute is the Takeyon

minute is the Takeyon cycles ... one Takeyon cycle has within it 12 harmonic

cycles ... one Takeyon cycle has within it 12 harmonic key cycles. Twelve harmonic

cycles in one Takeyon cycle are broken into four sets of three, and they"re

trimesters for each Takeyon cycle. And at the end of each set of three
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those has a Takeyon cycle set. One Takeyon cycle, as I had mentioned before,

cycle set. One Takeyon cycle, as I had mentioned before, is a set of

cycles, but a Takeyon six cycle is a set of six Takeyon cycles, each



set of six Takeyon cycles, each with 12 harmonic key cycles, and the seventh

of six of Takeyon-six cycles. When you see this little shape ... it

same as a Takeyon cycle. It works differently but it"s part of the set.

this would be Takeyon cycle one, then Takeyon cycle two, Takeyon cycle three ...

cycle one, then Takeyon cycle two, Takeyon cycle three ... and you have axis

Takeyon cycle two, Takeyon cycle three ... and you have axis one, axis two,
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set of six Takeyon cycles that were referred to in the Voyagers books as
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would be another Takeyon six cycle set there- another Euyugha, but they don"t call
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occurs within a Takeyon cycle or key generation cycle, in which ShAions are base
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you"d finish the Takeyon cycle here or the time cycle here, and then you"d

would do a Takeyon cycle there. Then you"d go through the Starlight cycle. Cycle

were in the Takeyon cycles. They haven"t talked to us about that But, we"re
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all Euyughas. The Takeyon 6 cycle plus its 7 cycle and its SEda cycle-
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... these are Takeyon Key generation cycles. There are a set of six Takeyon

set of six Takeyon cycles plus its 7th cycle which I don"t think they"ve

is called the Takeyon-6 cycle is a Euyugha. So you"ve got 6 Takeyon

you"ve got 6 Takeyon cycles in each one of those when you see that

referring to a Takeyon-6 cycle which is a Euyugha. And the Euyughas have

they become massive Takeyon spheres/shields around you. So, just like little keys that
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is called a Takeyon Cycle. A Takeyon Cycle is simply enough key quantums have

Takeyon Cycle. A Takeyon Cycle is simply enough key quantums have built where it
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set of 12 Takeyons and the Takeyons form Takeyon Cycle. Well that same type

Takeyons and the Takeyons form Takeyon Cycle. Well that same type of Takeyon Cycle



the Takeyons form Takeyon Cycle. Well that same type of Takeyon Cycle occurs with

same type of Takeyon Cycle occurs with the Par-TE"-KEi Body structure but

up to form Takeyons. The Tauren reaches a Flash Point, goes in, completely disappears,
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its replication cycle, Takeyon cycle or replication cycle, comes back as the 1728 cells

these is the Takeyon Cycle alright. Well this one is the Triad Cycle, then

these is a Takeyon Key Generation Cycle. Through the Takeyon Key Generation Cycles you"ve

Cycle. Through the Takeyon Key Generation Cycles you"ve got 1 through 8 forms the

generated through these Takeyon Cycles you enter a Flame Cycle and that is where
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There were 6 Takeyon Cycles that form 7 axes then you enter the Flame
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like a large Takeyon Cycle of the RaSha Bodies, and this is where you
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to the 6 Takeyon cycles plus the flame cycle that leads you up to
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these are the Takeyon Cycles and how Takeyon Cycles work. This was the little

Cycles and how Takeyon Cycles work. This was the little tiny one down in

up to become Takeyons that created the same type of effect, but you don"t
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concepts work of Takeyon Cycles, which is how the basic cycles of the Rasha-
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Spiral and the Takeyon cycles and how it formed the inner flames, and how

we talked about Takeyon cycles? Through the sacred sex workshops and all of that
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what are called Takeyons, and the Takeyons eventually allow for the replication of the

Takeyons, and the Takeyons eventually allow for the replication of the entire light seed.

keys, keys forming Takeyons, and Takeyons hitting a certain level of critical mass where

forming Takeyons, and Takeyons hitting a certain level of critical mass where they actually

is called a Takeyon cycle-the process of spark generation from the Tauren. Takeyon

from the Tauren. Takeyon cycles ... there are numerous Takeyon cycles, and through these

there are numerous Takeyon cycles, and through these Takeyon cycles of spark generation
and

and through these Takeyon cycles of spark generation and flash point going off, coming

is just one Takeyon cycle. Next one, please Graph [OVO- R 1 sat-

And what a Takeyon cycle is, is a key generation cycle. That"s the Keys

keys that generate Takeyons that allow for quantum replication. The keys of E-No-
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keys turn into Takeyons, and it blows open the creation point door, and the
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is a whole Takeyon cycle that at the end of it, the whole thing

all of these Takeyon cycles. You have Takeyon cycle 1, Takeyon cycle 2, 3,

cycles. You have Takeyon cycle 1, Takeyon cycle 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Takeyon cycle 1, Takeyon cycle 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ... at the

at the end ofTakeyon cycle 7, when you"re going back into 8, there"s picking

rate The first Takeyon cycle isn"t really a Takeyon cycle. It"s the triad cycle,

isn"t really a Takeyon cycle. It"s the triad cycle, and it"s right in there
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does a whole Takeyon cycle of rotation and spark regeneration, going back into Source,
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expansion through the Takeyon cycles of the core? After that, after we get the
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form to build Takeyons so there are sets of Takeyon cycles. And each Takeyon

are sets of Takeyon cycles. And each Takeyon cycle whatever quantum has been generated

cycles. And each Takeyon cycle whatever quantum has been generated by the Tauren
forming

called a full Takeyon cycle or a full set of Key cycles, the Tauren

the sets of Takeyon cycles or Harmonic Key cycles that progressively build quantum and

goes through its Takeyon cycle and makes the Miad. Then that goes through its

goes through its Takeyon cycle, pops out again, replicates, makes the Monad. And the
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first set of Takeyon cycles. And I always wondered, what happens after that? Because
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is called a takeyon cycle, all right. Starts with the sparks. You have 144
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begin to form takeyons, all right, where you have a set of 12 harmonic

and form a takeyon, but that will happen in a set of 12 where

set of 12 takeyons. I explain that much better because it"s all in little

up with a takeyon cycle, understanding the basics of how spark generation builds quantum

bigger and form takeyons and then- which is the process of a takeyon cycle,

process of a takeyon cycle, and then at a certain point of quantum generation

generation of the takeyons, they all pull together and there"s enough quantum there to

spark generation creates takeyon cycles by which the creation point door opens and
whatever"s

where you understood takeyon flash point. A takeyon flash point is when you"ve got

flash point. A takeyon flash point is when you"ve got the takeyons formed, they"ve

you"ve got the takeyons formed, they"ve reached a certain quantum after the keys build

to form the takeyons, reach a certain quantum that"s when the flash point happens.

that"s what a takeyon flash point is. So you have all these things that
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sparks and creates takeyon cycles. So the first takeyon cycle of spark generation creates

So the first takeyon cycle of spark generation creates the first takeyon flash point,

creates the first takeyon flash point, pulls in, the Tauren pulls in and comes

goes through a takeyon cycle, its pulsing cycle and it builds more quantum because

these is a takeyon cycle which is a key gene ration cycle which generates

certain point called takeyon flash point, pulls in, allows for replication of that quantum,
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the, of the takeyon cycles, ya, I"m doing that one. I won"t go into
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and two is takeyon cycle one. That would be the takeyon cycle of the

would be the takeyon cycle of the Tauren, and then the takeyon cycle of

and then the takeyon cycle of the diad, so takeyon cycle one, takeyon cycle

the diad, so takeyon cycle one, takeyon cycle two, takeyon cycle three, takeyon cycle

takeyon cycle one, takeyon cycle two, takeyon cycle three, takeyon cycle four, takeyon cycle

takeyon cycle two, takeyon cycle three, takeyon cycle four, takeyon cycle five, and takeyon

takeyon cycle three, takeyon cycle four, takeyon cycle five, and takeyon cycle six takes

takeyon cycle four, takeyon cycle five, and takeyon cycle six takes you up to

cycle five, and takeyon cycle six takes you up to access seven which is
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this is a takeyon 6-cycle, where there are 6 takeyon cycles. Remember one

there are 6 takeyon cycles. Remember one takeyon cycle is a set of harmonic

cycles. Remember one takeyon cycle is a set of harmonic key cycles that end

up in a takeyon flash point which is a replication which allows for replication

replicated. And a takeyon 6-cycle would look like this. These are how the
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each of the takeyon cycles, and there is a whole set somewhere in one
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what are called Takeyons. They"re called Takeyons because it has to do with theTa

Takeyons. They"re called Takeyons because it has to do with theTa layer, theTa 7

the PartikE the Takeyons hit a critical mass where there"s enough of them. And

they create a Takeyon Field which allows for the layers in the PartikE to
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up to form Takeyons and Takeyons going The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented

form Takeyons and Takeyons going The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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through their Takeyon Field of Flash Point, where they flash into Source and

these as a Takeyon Cycle, one full Key Generation Cycle where the PartikE pulses,

build up to Takeyons and eventually Takeyons build up, and all that until you

Takeyons and eventually Takeyons build up, and all that until you get to what"s

what"s called the Takeyon Flash Point and that"s when there"s enough quantum, where the

quantum, where the Takeyon triggers the opening of the Creation Point Door, or the

Door, or the Takeyon Field does, and the whole thing pulls in for replication.

would be one Takeyon Cycle. So if you have right here your Tauren Light

here so that"s Takeyon Cycle 1. At the end of Takeyon Cycle 1 the

the end of Takeyon Cycle 1 the Tauren pulls in and does a times

here. So then Takeyon Cycle 2, the Cycle of the Diad, would be here.

or the second Takeyon Cycle the Diad is done. The Diad will pull back

4, 5, 6 Takeyon Cycles. Then there"s these two other weird things. Now we"ve
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Cycle of 6 Takeyon Cycles, so you had first one would be the Tauren
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there are 6 Takeyon Cycles. And then there is what is referred to as

part where the Takeyon Cycle of the T auren takes place. When I think

it be a Takeyon Cycle? You understand what I"m trying to . Ash Yeah.

would be a Takeyon Cycle for each one of these And in a Takeyon

And in a Takeyon Cycle you do have the fire Lines that are characteristic.

there are 12 Takeyon Cycles. 6 CW and 6 simultaneously CCW. This .. Participant
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they can form Takeyons, and then x amount ofTakeyons have to be made before

then x amount ofTakeyons have to be made before they form enough quantum to

to form a Takeyon Field that has enough vibration to actually pop the Creation

finally there"s enough Takeyons, and they build up enough quantum to open the Creation
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from the CW Takeyon Cycles. These would be the CCW ones from the CCW



from the CCW Takeyon Cycles. The CW Takeyon Cycles are referred to as the

Cycles. The CW Takeyon Cycles are referred to as the ElorA system ones. They
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this finishes its Takeyon Cycle, set of6 Takeyon Cycles and goes back to Zero

Cycle, set of6 Takeyon Cycles and goes back to Zero Point, at the same
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full set of6 Takeyon Cycles and back to the 1 Axis, which would be
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domains constitutes a Takeyon 12 Cycle actually, a full Takeyon 12 Cycle, which looks

actually, a full Takeyon 12 Cycle, which looks like 6, but it also has

way, and that Takeyon 12 Cycle for that system is referred to as an
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would have its Takeyon 12 Cycle right, a 6 Cycle but one going one

those and that Takeyon Cycle would represent the Eyugha for that one. Next one
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have shown for Takeyon Cycles, right. And normally this would be access-1, that"s
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starts the 1st Takeyon Cycle. So what we"re going to be talking about mainly,
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be on a Takeyon Cycle grid, right We"ll just leave it at that And
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Creation Cycle during Takeyon Cycle-6 Adon DBP-1441 E-Luman-yana Cycle &
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RashaLAe Body) and Takeyon Window (2C) @ When Ecousha TA Passage reaches full
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Valley & Cusco Takeyon Cluster Temples May 25 2007 (a-LA-HE-Oe

Civilization on Earth." Takeyon WOldow 1 May 28, 2007 Machu Picchu Comu NaVAHo Sa

Luna Pass opens Takeyon Window 1 The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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what"s called full Takeyon Cycle and that is where the birth occurs. That is
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this one-of Takeyon Cycles. We covered these from T enerife onward, the T

what are called Takeyons, and there"s quantum building, quantum replication, and it"s by this

through cycles of Takeyon Cycles, of quantum-building, that leads to the point of

detail, about how Takeyons work and all of that. All these little print? Each

well as the Takeyon Cycles for Iight-body building, at the same time we
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to show the Takeyon Cycles, the Harmonic Key Quantum Generation Cycles. They plug into
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"materialize"
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talk about the TaKEyon Cycles of the Harmonic Key Generation Cycles. Even the point
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Probability" CYCLES are Takeyon Harmonic Key Accretion Cycles through which matter
sy.stems "
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Cycle and Expedited TakEyon Cycle Reset
............................................................................................................ 71 ELEMENTS OF
DISCOVERY PART 4: THE
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Cycle and Expedited TakEyon Cycle Reset StarFire Cycle entails the assembly (within our

keys which build TaKEyons, which creates a TaKEyon Field and then pops through the

which creates a TaKEyon Field and then pops through the Creation Center Point, Diamond

JiakEyons. As the TakEyon Cycle completes the Edon Gates open and the Solar/Planetary
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we initiated Expedited Takeyon Cycle Reset 9 years and 2 months early (due
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Harmonic Key cycles, Takeyon growth cycles, the two Round-zero SE-Da Cycle Octates,
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year expedition of TaKEYon Activation Cycle, to override Thetan/Red Dragon activation of the
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with Rasha Body Takeyon Harmonic Key Cycle activations); the Shield of Aquafereion (When
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Rashala Body engages Takeyon Harmonic Key Generation Cycles to progressively expand the
quantum, size
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Krystal River Host); Takeyon Cycles (A Takeyon Cycle is an organic cycle of

Cycles (A Takeyon Cycle is an organic cycle of energy-quantum self-generation

Harmonic Frequency Keys; Takeyon Harmonic Key Generation Cycles are an organic process
inherent to

dimensional anatomy. Through Takeyon Harmonic Key Generation Cycles, the Rasha Body,
Light Body, and

process, the 1st Takeyon Harmonic Key Generation Cycle, called the Rasha Cycle, occurs
during

Ta Key ions‖/Takeyons; Takeyons further accrete into groups-of-12 and crystallize to

Cycles of 1 Takeyon Cycle carry the radiation-encryption corresponding to certain portions of

Bands. The crystallized-Takeyon Harmonic Frequency Keys of Rasha Body/Light Body
structure manifest

of the 1st Takeyon Cycle, when a certain amount of quantum-thrust or ―

of the 1st Takeyon Cycle, Takeyon Harmonic Key Generation Cycles continue, initiating the
generation

1st Takeyon Cycle, Takeyon Harmonic Key Generation Cycles continue, initiating the
generation and translation/

Atomic Body embodiment. Takeyon Harmonic Key Generation Cycles progress in sets of 8
Takeyon

sets of 8 Takeyon Cycles/96 Harmonic Key Cycles called ―Octant Growth/Expansion/

of the 8 Takeyon Cycles are generated, and the Harmonic Frequency Keys, and related



each ―8th Takeyon Cycle,‖ the Harmonic Frequency Key Sets and inherent Spirit Body

engage their 8-Takeyon-Cycle Harmonic Key Accretion/Embodiment Cycle into materialized
atomic embodiment.

Sets of 8 Takeyon Harmonic Key Generation Cycles, or 32-Takeyon Cycles, have successfully

Cycles, or 32-Takeyon Cycles, have successfully completed, the Atomic Body, Light Body and
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Source Consciousness Field.‖ Takeyon Harmonic Key Generation Cycles can be understood as
one of

the ―8th Takeyon Cycles/ ―Flame-Shift Cycles‖/Octant-7 Cycles of the

Like the crystallized-Takeyon Harmonic Frequency Keys of Rasha Body/Light Body structure,
the
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HO Cousha-Cluster Takeyon-Control-Temple-Cluster at Sachsayhuaman, and the new
Starfire Ascension-
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Ugbt Seed generate TaKEYon"s within the ""dynaDllc co~ .. ofth~ 4& mner E-
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llllbated early expedited Takeyon Cycle Reset, due to an amplificabon of the Threshold
techoologJe:
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.:..J lietilllfY TakEyon Refe rences Cosmic dock Module Handbooi< Posbno to Tenenfe MCEO

Page T-1 TakEyon (To -KEY-on Cycle) TaKI.You.s- ar~

afioo. However. early Takeyon Cycle Initiation ALSO meam that lhe ~-Tf";un-Iudi&

FU"e the TakEyon-Neutralf,eld""), "Op~uiug """~ Edo" Gotn .. and

u Krystal Spiral Takeyon-Ascension Wa,-e). could also be extended to 1047, wtth
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go through a TaKEYon cycle Earth has too much of a twisted Tauren to
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